Curvature in the Calculus Curriculum
Jerry Lodder

1. INTRODUCTION. My first duty as a new graduate student at a major research
university was the repeated correction of the same problem on 150 calculus exams.
The course material was the calculus of curves and surfaces in three-space, and the
problem was a routine calculation of curvature, requiring the memorization of a particular formula and the mechanics of differentiation. Being conscientious in my duties,
I devised a grading scheme whereby a mistake in algebra would cost a few points and
a mistakenly computed derivative a few more points, with the largest point deduction
reserved for an incorrect formula for curvature. Not only had the material been reduced
to rote calculation, but that method of instruction, at least for the calculus sequence,
was being promulgated to the next generation of instructors.
Possibly the difficulty lies in the subject itself—how can a critical understanding of
curvature be tested on a one-hour exam, especially when curvature is merely one of
several topics to be tested? Should the students be asked to explain the definition of
curvature as the magnitude of the rate of change of the unit tangent with respect to
arclength? In subsequent courses I have spent more time motivating that particular
definition than actually computing curvature, but find the definition rather far removed
from an intuitive idea of curvature. Should the students be asked to sketch the osculating circle to a given curve at a given point, and then notice that as the point of contact
changes, the radius of the circle is inversely proportional to the measure of curvature? This seems more intuitive, and remains quite a viable introduction to curvature,
although the concept of an osculating circle requires some explanation. Why would
anyone have bothered to construct such a circle, our students and teaching assistants
may wonder.
Perhaps the most complete explanation of curvature lies in its history and offers the
best understanding of the subject. Modern calculus textbooks, however, do not present
the subject via its history, but opt for opaque definitions, slick formulas, or routine
calculations. Although many mathematicians are familiar with the historical development of curvature, it remains unclear how often this is used to present curvature in a
calculus course. This may, in part, be due to a lack of appropriate curricular material
for calculus students. In this article we suggest a remedy for the problem.
2. TWO PROJECTS. What follows are descriptions and the actual text of two written projects, based on key developments in the history of curvature, that I used recently
in a multivariable calculus course. For each project, the students were given about two
weeks to write a detailed solution to a sequence of guided questions that begins with
an event of historical mathematical significance and culminates with a key observation
about curvature. Each project took the place of an in-class examination. The first, “The
Radius of Curvature According to Huygens,” opens with the Dutch scholar’s discovery of the isochronous pendulum [5], [7]. In the project students learn firsthand from
an English translation of Huygens’s Horologium oscillatorium (The Pendulum Clock)
how the radius of curvature, used in the construction of the pendulum, can be described
in terms of ratios of segments. The goal of the project is then to reconcile Huygens’s
very geometric description, typical of mathematics in the seventeenth century, in terms
of the modern equation of curvature. An engaging problem that shows how the radius
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of curvature arises, the project provides context, motivation, and direction to a subject
that is too often reduced to blank formulas and definitions. Most of my students excelled on this project. Without prompting, several used computer software packages
to manipulate algebraically the various expressions for curvature, thereby creating a
pleasing confluence of the New with the Old.
During the two weeks for which the first project was assigned, in-class activities
included a development of the equations of a cycloid and its evolute (which becomes
the shape of the upper plates for the isochronous pendulum), and an actual calculation of curvature using the geometric method of the Horologium oscillatorium. Curves
such as the cycloid and its evolute are readily graphed using the dynamic software of
Geometer’s Sketchpad or Cabri II, described in [6], and lend insight into Huygens’s
geometric point of view. Such activities replaced lectures once geared to compute the
rate of change of the unit tangent of a curve with respect to arclength—a definition not
found in Huygens’s original work.
The second project, “Curvature and Elastic Force,” offers an application of curvature to two-dimensional surfaces and describes Sophie Germain’s pioneering analysis
of the elastic force of a thin plate [2]. With a lucid description of the geometry of threespace, the questions begin with Euler’s work on the curvature of a planar cross section
of a surface, translated from his original 1760 article Recherches sur la courbure des
surfaces (Researches on the Curvature of Surfaces) [4, pp. 1–22]. The students are
then asked to identify perpendicular cross sections of maximal and minimal curvature
using coordinates taken essentially from the tangent plane. With these results in hand,
Germain’s elastic force for S : z = f (x, y) at the point (a, b, f (a, b)) is the average
of the maximal and minimal curvatures, known today as the mean curvature, which
the students are asked to realize as (using tangent plane coordinates)


1 ∂2 f
∂2 f
(a,
b)
+
(a,
b)
.
2 ∂x2
∂ y2
Again several pedagogical advantages emerge from the written historical project.
From the beginning of Euler’s piece, the reader witnesses a rich description of the
geometry of the problem, and by comparison with modern conventions, arrives at a
deeper understanding of the tenets of the subject. Once the ingredients of the problem
have been identified, Euler builds on the description to isolate the concepts needed for
curvature. By contrast, many modern calculus texts ask students to graph one surface
after another mechanically, with no subsequent development of a particular homework
problem. The perpetuation of a theme in a lengthy problem offers direction to the
subject and a sense of purpose. Moreover, Euler provides a conceptually attractive
solution to the problem of curvature for surfaces: among perpendicular cross sections
to a surface at a point, there is a section of maximal curvature, 90◦ from which the cross
sectional curvature reaches a minimum, with the curvature for any angle θ between 0◦
and 90◦ determined by the maximum and minimum values via a simple formula.
Even more engaging than an appreciation of Euler’s resolution to a geometric problem is the application the results have found. The project highlights Sophie Germain’s
discovery that elastic force is proportional to the mean of Euler’s maximal and minimal curvatures. Although Germain does not offer a physical or geometric derivation of
mean curvature, it remains a key concept in the study of minimal surfaces, not to mention the theory of elasticity. As an alternative to a course based entirely on textbook
homework exercises and in-class examinations, the written historical project offers a
broader setting, motivated by compelling problems, where the student observes the
natural evolution of the subject.
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The mathematical community is invited to use either of the projects in their classes,
with the following words of advice. First, work through the details of a project, and
decide what it is that you as the instructor expect from students. Second, tailor the
project to fit the class, deleting some questions, adding others, or rephrasing yet others
to mesh with what has transpired in the classroom or is presented in the course text.
For example, in “Curvature and Elastic Force” specific mention is made of the function
f (x, y) = x 2 + y 2 − 4x y, since its graph was used to introduce the idea of a saddle
point and allowed the students to build on their understanding of a familiar function.
Third, monitor students’ progress on what for them is a lengthy assignment, and collect draft solutions to some of the questions before the final written version is due.
During the Huygens project, the students were asked to complete parts (a)–(g), which
comprise Huygens’s original work, during the first week, while the second week was
devoted to the reconciliation of Huygens’s geometric method with the modern formula
for curvature. Encourage students to attend office hours, allow them to work on the
project during an entire class session, observe how they interact and what they discuss.
Student performance on the projects was excellent, with most of them writing cogent,
mathematically correct papers composed of complete sentences. Many exhibited an
enthusiasm that would have been absent had the material been presented via lectures
and routine calculations, which today are best left to computer software packages. One
student even wanted to publish his written paper—a reaction that would almost never
be elicited by a textbook homework problem.
Finally, curvature is simply a case study for the written historical project: almost
any topic in the calculus curriculum, or almost any topic in mathematics for that matter, would be amenable to this pedagogical technique. The authorship of a historical
project often begins with a trip to the library to explore the origins of a topic. The
projects presented here owe a debt to the published works [2], [4], [5], and [7], with the
idea of deriving the modern equation of curvature from Huygens’s geometric method
drawn from [7, p. 91]. The novelty arises in placing the topics in the context of selected
original sources with suitably researched background material.
3. THE RADIUS OF CURVATURE ACCORDING TO HUYGENS. In a burst of
inspired creativity during 1659 the Dutch astronomer, physicist, and mathematician
Christiaan Huygens (1629–1695) developed a pendulum clock that theoretically keeps
perfect time [5], [7]. In the years prior to his landmark discovery, Huygens had studied the simple pendulum, which consisted of a bob attached by a thread to a fixed
point. The bob then oscillated in a circular arc. As a timekeeper, the simple pendulum
is not entirely accurate, since the time required to complete one oscillation depends
on the amplitude of the swing. The greater the swing, the more time is needed for an
oscillation. Huygens’s genius was to discover a curve for which the time of an oscillation is independent of the swing amplitude, an idea that at first glance seems a virtual
impossibility.
Such a curve is described either as isochronous or as tautochronous, both terms
referring to the “same-time” property at which the bob reaches its lowest point, regardless of the amplitude. Astonishingly, Huygens showed that the shape of the tautochrone is given by a curve that had been studied intensely and independently during
the seventeenth century, namely, that of a “cycloid.” Consider a point P on the circumference of a wheel and suppose that the wheel begins to roll along a flat surface.
The curve traced out by the point P during one or more revolutions of the wheel is
called a cycloid (see Figure 1). For use in the pendulum, this curve could simply be
turned upside down (inverted), which would then serve as the path of the bob. To be
sure, the cycloid had occupied the minds of Galileo, Torricelli, Mersenne, Roberval,
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Figure 1. Cycloid.

Fermat, Descartes, Pascal, and others [1], yet none of them discovered its isochronous
property.
Of course, once the shape of the tautochrone had been determined, the problem
of forcing a pendulum bob to oscillate along such a curve remained. This the Dutch
scholar solved by placing two metal or wooden plates at the fulcrum of the pendulum
(see Figure 3, II). As the bob swings upward, the thread winds along the plates, forcing
the bob away from the path of a perfect circle, and as the bob swings downward, the
thread unwinds. This leads then to another problem in what today would be called
mathematical physics—what should be the shape of the metal plates? Huygens called
the curve for the plates an evolute of the cycloid—evolutus (unrolled) in the original
Latin—and went on to discuss the mathematical theory of evolutes for general curves,
not just cycloids. The key idea for the construction of the evolute is this. Suppose
that the thread leaves the plate at point A, the bob is at B, and segment AB is taut.
Although B is no longer traversing a circle, the bob is instantaneously being forced
around a circle whose center is A and radius is AB (see Figure 2). To find A and AB,
Huygens had simply to determine the circle that best matches the cycloid at point B.
(The length of AB later became known as the radius of curvature of the cycloid at B,
while A became known as the center of curvature.)
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Figure 2. The isochronous pendulum.

The goal of this project is to study the origin of the concept of curvature in the
pioneering work of Huygens. The Dutch clockmaker’s discovery was all the more
striking because he arrived at his results before the advent of the calculus of Newton
and Leibniz. Huygens did, however, exploit the geometric idea of a tangent line, which
was part of the mathematical culture at the time. To be sure, Huygens wished to study
the curvature of arc ABF (see Figure 4) at the point B. To do so, he considered the
circle, call it C1 , that best matches the curve at the point B. Suppose this circle has
center G and radius BG. Since the tangent to a circle is perpendicular to its radius, and
596
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Figure 3. Huygens’s pendulum, from A History of Mathematics, C. Boyer and U. Merzbach, p. 420, 1989;
reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

the circle C1 approximates the curve very well at the point B, the tangent BH to the
curve is perpendicular to BG, a fact that Huygens used liberally.
(a) Given a circle of radius 1 and a circle of radius 10, which would you describe
as the most sharply curved? Today, a circle of radius r is said to have a value of
curvature given by 1/r at every point. What is the curvature of the circle C1 ?
Huygens wished to find an expression for BG in terms of the geometric quantities at his disposal. He considered another circle, say C2 , infinitesimally close
to C1 , except tangent to the curve ABF at the point F. The tangents FH and
BH are considered to coincide. A comparison of these two circles results in a
dynamic description of BG. Let’s read and verify a few of Huygens’s original
statements as translated from his 1673 treatise Horologium oscillatorium [5,
pp. 94–96], pausing at appropriate spots to ask questions of the students.
Let ABF (see Figure 4) be any curved line, or part thereof, which is curved in one
direction. And let KL be a straight line to which all points are referred. . . . Next select
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Figure 4. The radius of curvature of arc ABF [7, p. 90].

the points B and F, which are close to each other. . . . BD and FE must intersect since
they are perpendicular to the curve BF on its concave side.

(b) Why are BD and FE perpendicular to the curve BF?
And if the interval BF is taken to be infinitely small, these three points [D, G, E] can
be treated as one. As a result the line BH, after having been drawn, is tangent to the
curve at B and also can be thought of as tangent at F. Let BO be parallel to KL, and
let BK and FL be perpendiculars to KL. FL cuts the line BO at P, and let M and N
be the points where the lines BD and FE meet KL. Since the ratio of BG to GM is the
same as that of BO to MN, then when the latter is given, so is the former.

(c) Verify that BG/GM = BO/MN. Hint: Use similar triangles.
Now since the ratio of BO to MN is composed of the ratio of BO to BP . . . plus the
ratio of BP to MN. . . .

(d) Express as an equation the foregoing statement about ratios. How is Huygens
using the word “plus” (translated from the Latin)? What would be the modern
phrasing of the statement? Be sure that you have the correct answer to this
before proceeding.
. . . the ratio of BO to BP or of NH to LH. . .

(e) Verify that BO/BP = NH/LH.
. . . the ratio of BP or KL to MN. . .

(f) Verify that BP/MN = KL/MN.
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(g) Verify that BO/MN = (NH/LH)(KL/MN), and state why
HN KL
BG
=
.
GM
HL MN
Huygens ends his derivation of BG with what amounts to a verbal description
of this equality about ratios. In a specific example, knowledge of BM, HN/HL,
and KL/MN would determine the position of G and the distance BG, which is
the radius of curvature.
We wish to compare the modern formula for curvature with Huygens’s expression
of ratios. Since his work made its appearance just before the dawn of calculus, infinitesimals will be used in the sequel. Suppose that y = f (x) is a function (with a
continuous second derivative) and that B(x1 , y1 ) and F(x2 , y2 ) are two points on the
graph of f (x) that today would be described as infinitesimally close. Let
dy = y2 − y1 ,

d x = x2 − x1 .

Then the derivative of f (x) at (x1 , y1 ) or at (x2 , y2 ) is given by dy/d x. Moreover, the
length of the line segment joining (x1 , y1 ) to (x2 , y2 ) is

ds = (d x)2 + (dy)2 ,
and this segment may be considered tangent to y = f (x) at either of the two points.
Turn now to Huygens’s construction of the evolute of the curve ABF (see Figure 4).
Notice that the reference line KL serves as the y-axis, while FL can be treated as the
x-axis. With this convention, however, Figure 4 is to be interpreted so that increasing
values of x point to the left, while increasing values of y point downward. As the curve
ABF is drawn, point B is reached before point F. Also, L may be considered as the
modern equivalent of the origin.
(h) From the equation
HN
HN FH
=
,
HL
FH HL
conclude that
HN
=
HL



ds
dy

2

by arguing that
ds
HN
=
,
FH
dy

FH
ds
=
.
HL
dy

(i) Next show that
MN
=1+
KL




LN − KM
.
KL

Use geometry to conclude that LN = x(d x/dy), where x is the horizontal distance from the line H L to a point on the curve ABF. Explain conceptually
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why
LN − KM
d
=
KL
dy


x

dx
dy


,

and use the product rule to compute the latter.
(j) Using the geometry of BKM and BPF, find an expression for BM and substitute this into the equation
MG = BG − BM.
(k) From (g), compute BG in terms of infinitesimals. Note that d 2 x/dy 2 may be
treated as d(d x)/(dy)(dy), where d(d x) is the second difference of the quantity x.
(l) Find an expression for 1/BG, the curvature of the plane curve ABF at the point
B, and compare this with the equation given by your text for the curvature of a
plane curve. (You may wish to switch the x and y variables, and then consider
the absolute value of the resulting expression for 1/BG. Of course, Huygens is
using none of the modern conventions for the x y-plane.)
(m) Compute the curvature of y = cos x at x = 0.
EXTRA CREDIT: Research the work of Johann Bernoulli (1667–1748) on the brachistochrone problem, i.e., the problem of finding “the curve on which a heavy point falls
from a given position to another given position in the shortest time” [3, p. 426]. Comment on his use of the Leibniz notation d x and dy to describe the ratios of certain
lengths. Bernoulli concludes: “But the reader will be greatly amazed, when I say this
Cycloid or Tautochrone of Huygens is our required Brachystochrone” [3, p. 426].
4. CURVATURE AND ELASTIC FORCE. On January 8, 1816, Sophie Germain
(1776–1831) was pronounced the winner of the prix extraordinaire, a medal containing one kilogram of gold, for her pioneering analysis of the elastic force of thin plates
(laminae) [2]. It was not her first entry that garnered the prize, nor her second, which
received an honorable mention, but her third, of which the judges somewhat reluctantly wrote: “[The] new experiments attempted on plane and curved surfaces in order
to test the indications of the analysis appear to merit the award of the prize . . . . The
author is Mademoiselle Sophie Germain of Paris” [2, p. 82]. Although many modern
textbooks on elasticity give scant mention to Mlle. Germain, she was the first to identify correctly the elastic force of a thin plate under stress. The theory of elasticity plays
a key role today in the design of such structures as bridges and airplane wings. Anyone who has seen the film of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge shaking itself apart realizes
that apparently stable surfaces can vibrate with the most striking and devastating wave
patterns. Mlle. Germain’s explanation of the wave patterns was this: at a given point
(a, b) of a vibrating plate, the structural force exerted by the plate to restore it to a
plane is proportional to the average of the maximal and minimal planar curvatures of
the surface. The mean curvature of the surface thus captures geometrically the elastic
force exerted by the plate.
To understand Germain’s statement about elastic force, we must turn to Leonhard
Euler (1707–1783) and his 1760 article Recherches sur la courbure des surfaces (Researches on the Curvature of Surfaces) [4, pp. 1–22], in which the planar cross sections
(perpendicular to the surface) of maximal and minimal curvature were first identified.
Germain was certainly aware of Euler’s results on surfaces and his separate analysis
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of the elastic restoring force of a thin beam. The goal of this project is to study Euler’s
memoir on surfaces and gain insight into Germain’s theory of elasticity.
Recall that the radius of curvature of a curve y = f (x) (with a continuous second
derivative) in the x y-plane is given by
r=

[1 + (dy/d x)2 ]3/2
,
d 2 y/d x 2

with the measure of curvature itself being
k=

d 2 y/d x 2
1
=
.
r
[1 + (dy/d x)2 ]3/2

Euler considered instead a surface S : z = f (x, y) (with continuous second partial
derivatives) in x yz-space. He reduced the problem of finding the curvature of a surface
in three dimensions to that of finding the curvature of a curve in two dimensions by
considering the intersection of S with the plane P : z = αy − βx + γ . Although this
strategy is easily stated, its implementation is difficult, as is often the case with novel
ideas. We can learn from Euler’s reduction of the problem to previous calculations
of curvature, as well as from his subsequent simplification of the results. Let’s read
and verify a few of Euler’s original statements from Recherches sur la courbure des
surfaces. Be forewarned that in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a partial derivative ∂ z/∂ x was simply written as dz/d x, making it indistinguishable except through
context from an ordinary derivative.
PROBLEM 1
1. A surface whose nature is known is cut by an arbitrary plane. Determine the curvature of
the section which is formed.
SOLUTION
When one regards (see Figure 5) the surface with respect to a fixed plane, and from an arbitrary point Z on the surface drops the perpendicular Z Y , and from Y drops the perpendicular
Y X to an axis AC, then the three coordinates AX = x, X Y = y, and Y Z = z are given.

Z

F

Y
T
A

E

X

C

Figure 5. Plane of the cross section [4, p. 2].

(a) Draw a modern sketch of the surface, showing the x-, y-, and z-axes as well as
the points Z, Y , X , A, and C.
Since the nature of the surface is known, the quantity z will be equal to a certain
function of the two others x and y. Suppose then that by differentiation one obtains
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dz = p d x + q d y, where

p=

dz
dx




and q =

dz
dy


.

(b) Writing the equation dz = p d x + q dy as
z=p

x +q

y,

explain the meaning of this equation using modern ideas of calculus.
Let the section which cuts the surface pass through the point Z , and let the intersection
of the plane of this section and our fixed plane be the line EF. Let
z = αy − βx + γ ,
be the equation which determines the plane of the section, and letting z = 0, the equation y = βx−γ
will give EF, from which we obtain
α
AE =

γ
β

and the tangent of angle CEF =

β
.
α

(c) Add the plane z = αy − βx + γ and the points E and F to the diagram in (a).
Verify that
the tangent of angle CEF =

β
.
α

(d) Verify:
Thus
the sine = √

β
αα + ββ

and the cosine = √

α
.
αα + ββ

Euler continues:
From this and equating the two values of dz, we will have an equation for the section
α dy − β dx = p dx + q dy
or just as well
dy
β+p
=
.
dx
α−q
But to reduce this equation to rectangular coordinates, let us draw from Y the perpendicular YT to EF, and the line ZT will also be perpendicular to EF.

(e) Add the point T and the segments YT and ZT to the diagram in (a). Verify the
following:
Now, since EX = x − γβ , we will have
αγ
αx + βy
− √
ET = √
αα + ββ
β αα + ββ
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and
γ
z
αy − βx
+√
= √
,
TY = √
αα + ββ
αα + ββ
αα + ββ
and finally
TZ =

√
√
(αy − βx + γ ) 1 + αα + ββ
z 1 + αα + ββ
=
.
√
√
αα + ββ
αα + ββ

Euler writes:
Then setting
αx + βy
αγ
ET = √
− √
=t
αα + ββ
β αα + ββ
and

√
(αy − βx + γ ) αα + ββ + 1
= u,
√
TZ =
αα + ββ

we will be able to consider the t and u lines as orthogonal coordinates for the section
in question.

(f) Explain why the following is true:
Thus, if we set du = s dt, the radius of the osculating circle for the section at the point
Z will be
3

=−

dt (1 + ss) 2
ds

provided that it is turning towards the base EF.

The computational genius continues to find expressions for s, ds/dt, and finally
writes the radius of curvature for the section at the point Z as (which you do not need
to verify):
3
αα + ββ − 2αq + 2βp + (αp + βq)2 + pp + qq 2
,
r =−
BC

C = 1 + αα + ββ,
 
 

 
dp
dp
2
2 dq
B = (α − q)
+ (β + p)
+ 2(α − q)(β + p)
.
dx
dy
dy


Although by today’s standards the expression for r is rather clumsy, it remains the
correct expression for the radius of curvature of an arbitrary planar cross section of a
surface. In the following paragraphs of his memoir, Euler drastically simplied both his
approach to the problem and his results. The first simplification was not to consider
arbitrary planar sections, but only sections perpendicular to the surface, i.e., sections
containing the normal vector to the surface. A further reduction was accomplished by
using the tangent plane of the surface at a given point as the standard plane of reference (instead of the x y-plane). Under these conditions, the curvatures of the various
perpendicular cross sections have a rather simple relation, and Germain’s elastic force
can be readily discerned from it. These results are outlined in the following student
exercises.
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(g) Consider the function f (x, y) = x 2 + y 2 − 4x y. Show that any vertical plane
of the form 0 = ax + by is perpendicular to the surface f (x, y) at the point
(0, 0, 0).
(h) Let Pα be the vertical plane that contains the line

L : x(t) = t cos α,

y(t) = t sin α

in the x y-plane, where α is a constant. Sketch L and the intersection of Pα with
the surface S : z = f (x, y). At the point (0, 0, 0) compute the curvature k(α)
of the section formed by intersecting Pα with S. Comment on the use of the
variable t in this problem and Euler’s use of t = E T .
(i) For α between 0 and 2π, find the maximum value k1 of k(α) and the angle α1 at
which it occurs. Find the minimum value k2 of k(α) and the angle α2 at which
it occurs.
(j) Letting θ denote an arbitrary angle, find a simple relation between
k(α1 + θ),

k1 ,

k2 .

Express this relation both algebraically and verbally.
(k) Let z = f (x, y) be an arbitrary function with continuous second partial derivatives, and suppose that (a, b) is a point for which
f x (a, b) = 0,

f y (a, b) = 0.

Compute the curvature k(α) of the perpendicular section of the graph f (x, y)
at the point (a, b, f (a, b)) above the line given parametrically by
x(t) = a + t cos α,

y(t) = b + t sin α.

(l) For the function z = f (x, y) in part (k), let k1 be the maximum value of k(α),
which occurs at α = α1 , and let k2 be the minimum value of k(α), which occurs
at α = α2 . How is α1 related to α2 ? Justify your answer.
(m) Sophie Germain claimed that the elastic force of a surface at the point (a, b)
is proportional to (k1 + k2 )/2, the mean or average curvature. Find a simple
expression for (k1 + k2 )/2 from (l).
(n) For the surface in part (k), find a simple relation between k(α1 + θ), k1 , and k2 .
Express this relation both algebraically and verbally.
EXTRA CREDIT A: Derive Euler’s equation for r given immediately following part
(f). You may wish to consult the original source [4, p. 4].
EXTRA CREDIT B: Report on the difficulty women faced before the twentieth century in securing a university education, and what obstacles they faced in publishing
scholarly articles. How might this have effected Sophie Germain’s work?
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The development of curricular materials based on primary historical sources was
supported by the National Science Foundation award DUE-9652872, for which the author expresses his sincere
gratitude.
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